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(:10). Some problems with capacitors but resolved. (:17). showing two PU that just came 

out of production. KF in Bulgaria was never registered. KF should never be setup to 

avoid pay taxes to government. (:33). Presentations from Brazil, Systems connected to 

appliances. (:41). K Magrav Stacker and capacitor housing, video. Standard capacitors 

work different then P C, plasma capacitors take longer to build up to function. Synergy  

Mobile phones are charge automatically without even wires. In coming months you don't 

need wires anymore in your house.  (1:01).  Heating in Plasma is so hot in melts things, 

have to show you how, it's not like a switch, special way or you will be heating all the 

time, this is also with the capacitors, but that's physical heat. In P heating you produce 

heat on the emotion of the man, the heating of the P of your body is actually built into the 

Units but we can't show you how yet, it has to be that you feel emotionally one with it 

and it keeps you warm.   (1:07).  Update on Michael Boom MG Unit, made new 

capacitors and changes suggested by Keshe, goes over connections very good video.  

(1:43).  Alex comes on from Nigeria, lots of confusion,  Health cup. (2:07). Africans 

speaking about health and energy. (2:17). Man asks about Nano coating, Keshe explains 

that Nano coating with us forever, ashes are nano so do not fear. The blackness in the pot 

is Nano materials, when you burn the meat and put salt in it to soften it you've already 

created Gans materials. Nano materials are safe. Mothers milk is Gans. (2:29). Back to 

Italy, talks about working for KF and plans for Africa.  (2:41).  Questions: Al wire can 

used instead of Cu, animals intestine make best coil. It takes a week or two to take effect. 

It is better to twist the Nano over the Cu Grid wire. (2:47).   Heat the Cu ends before 

Nano coating, (2:50).  The American guy says he has Systems in the house and working, 

coulombs barriers extending 13 inches out, can Nano coat by attaching wires to existing 

system.  (3:02). Up to 200 million people have had contact with KF over the Internet.  

(3:07). Somebody with powerful Unit when he puts his hand near it he can't see the hand, 

scared, Keshe on private email, he was expecting this. The only way we know we exist is 

that our MG field is slightly different then the environment. You can make the biggest SS 

invisible right in front of you. If you go higher you can see the Soul. He will show the 

man how to become invisible at will. (3:16). When you put load on P its like a dam. 

Transmutation of elements, he is willing to teach, you need high power units to achieve, 

emotions is the highest order.  Hungarian businessman working in South Korean wants to 

work with KF. We are hear for people who are willing to serve. Contact KF through the 

webmaster. (3:30). The biggest problem is that if the big guys turn against you, you 

become the biggest terrorist. The setup of factories in Philippines and China, etc, is 

helping to convince people that KF is not a terrorist. It took Keshe 8 years to figure out 

who betrayed him. The guys was working with Mosif (Israeli security). How come he 

was invited to Boeing and then went flat, in Canada they threatened to kill him. (3:40). 

Some trouble in Bulgaria. He worked long time with international Intelligence Agencies, 

he respects their point of view, they are trying to serve their country, BUT, if they have 

no enemies they have no job. The old man who came to poison him last year. Prince of 

Malta came to Ambassador Meeting, one president told him, "we never know what is in 

your head", they trust me with their mistresses. Alex's birthday today, he calls them, 

wrong. Belgian man who stands solid against all threats, and abuse.  

 


